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CBAPTBR I· 
INTRODUCTION 
PRELIMINARY STAT.l:!~MENT 
The people of the United States or America have tried 
to provide equal educational opportunities tor all the chil-
dren ot all the people.l The1 have been dedicated to the 
principle of an education for all in common, as far as 
abilities permit.2 In attempting to uphold this principle, 
a system of education haa developed in which both academic 
and vocational attributes of children's needs are accentuated. 
While trying to meet the academic needs ot children with.in 
the district served by Jefferson Junior High School in 
Mattoon, Illinois, the school administration and the depart-
ment or mathematics have developed a mathematics curriculu.~ 
which is divided into three specific parts. 
One or the parts, designated aa basic mathematics, 
is, aa a rule, a terminal course in mathematics. Because 
the students who enroll in th1a course have lacked a autfioient 
degree of ability in mathematics, the primary purpose is to 
improye the student's ability in computation. Much time spent 
ljpgYolopedia ot Modern jgugat1on._ ed. Harry N •. Rivlin (New York City: The Philosophical Library or New York City, 
1943), P• 166. 
2!bid. 
1 
2 
on basic drill• usually produces an individual who has 
better facility in computation and a bettGr understanding 
of mathematics • .3 
The aeoond of the parts of the mathematics eurriou-
lum is tunetional mathematics. It is not a terminal ooUl'se 
but rather ia a oourse designed for those students who are 
weak in both speed and accurs.ey. Such students probably 
would not be able to sueoeed in college-preparatory algebra 
at the ninth grade level. These students are capable of 
succeeding in mathematics, but they would be charaoter:1.zed 
as being mathematically immature. 
The functional mathematics oourae consists of a 
i-ather extensive review, during the :first three quarters, of 
the seventh and eighth grade :mathematics with an emphasis on 
speed and accuracy of computation. The final quarter is 
devoted to an introductory study ot algebra. The dos1gn of 
this course makes it possible for the student, arte~ having 
completed the course, to decide whether to terminate his 
study ot ma.thematics or to continue hia study with a course 
in algebra. Seventy to aevEmty-tive per cent of those stu-
dents who complete the functional mathematics course as 
ninth graders take algebra in the tenth grade and app~oxi-
mately ninety per cent of these students have suoceaa.4 
3coyrse Df&C£1:et1og of Basic Math9gtics. Maurice E. 
Shanholtzer, teacher ot basic and functional m.athtnutics, 
Jefferson Junior High School, Mattoon, Illinois, 1966. 
4cours,1 R,soription of Fune~ional Mathematics. Ibid. 
.3 
The third ot the three parts ot the mathematica 
curriculum is a college-pl'eparatox-1 course in alg.ebra. This 
course. as taught at Jetteraon Junior High School, le a 
modern approach. Muoh ettort is expended to develop the 
student'• ability to diacover methods ot solution and proot 
without the aid ot the teacher. Materials aim1lar to pro-
gra.'Dlled materials are utilized in this course. Such :material• 
provide the poea1b111ty of the last several units being 
placed on a self•direeted basis, thus creating the opportun1tJ 
tor the student to complete units ot mathefflllltics be7ond that 
ot algebra,5 
Currently the algebra sections conaiat of approxi-
mately fifty pel' cent of the total population or ninth gl'"ade 
students at Jettei-1on Junior lUgh School. Ot those remaining, 
approximately sixty per cent are •nrolled 1n functional 
mathematics and forty per eent 1n baaie mathematics.0 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
With the continuing atreaa being placed on higher 
education and with college entrance depending more and more 
on academic success in high aebool, a much greater demand ia 
being placed on course selection at the early atagea of an 
1n41v1dual 1 s education. Thia streas creates a need to help 
Seo~•• D11crtptiop ot Alstbra. Evelyn Shields, 
teacher or ~gebra, Jettereon Junior High School, Mattoon, 
Illinois, 1966. 
6rnterview with Dick James, School Counselor, Jetter-
son Junior High School, July 11,. 1967. 
students increase their ability tor self-appraisal and 
decision-making concerning their choices in a mathematics 
program.7 
4 
The purpose of this study .is to assess the current 
practices being used to help the student select the mathe-
matics course which he mu.st take as a n1bth grade student. 
Thia atudy attempts to determine ot what value theae prac-
tices are in predicting academic success in ninth grade 
mathematics at Jefferson Junior High School. 
An attempt is made herein to determine, from student 
cumulative records, the existence of any significant data 
which might be used as predictors of success either in 
addition to or in the place of the data currently being 
used tor this pUl'pose. 
This stud7 is also an attempt to produce material to 
aid in the counseling of incoming ninth grade students. The 
results of th1a stud7 should provide more comprehensive infor-
mation tor the student to enable him to make more realistic 
decisions concerning his academic future. 
This study will involve each of the following items 
from each student's cumulative record: 
1. An arithmetic average of the intelligence 
test acorea 
2. A raw score from the Lee Test ot Algebraic 
Ability 
3. Eighth grade mathematics mark 
?John M. Ivanoff, •uae ot Discriminant Analysis for 
Selecting Students tor Ninth Grade Algebra or General Mathe-
matics," Tht Mathema~ics T9acher, LVIII (May, 196~), p. 412. 
4• Grade equivalence determined from the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test in 
a. Arithmetic Computation 
b. Problem Solving 
5. A percentile rank determined from the 
Differential Aptitude Test in 
J, Verbal Reasoning 
b. Numerical Ability 
o. Abstract Reasoning 
d. Spatial Relations 
e. Mechanical Reasoning 
f. Verbal Reasoning and. Numerical Ability 
Ea.oh ot the1e items is correlated with the mark 
obtained from ninth grade mathematics in order to dete:rmine 
the degree to which each item may be used to predict success 
in ninth grade mathematics. 
DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
An entire population was involved in this study since 
there was no random sampling. The population was chosen trom 
students who had completed their ninth grade education 1n 
either 1966 or 1967. Selection of the population was based 
upon the criterion ot attendance at Jefferson Junior High 
School dui-ing both the eighth and ninth grades. The use of 
this criterion establishes an extremely select collection ot 
data, the results of which are s1gn1t1cant only tor this 
particular school. 
Only those records which contained all eleven predic• 
tors were used in this study. The absence of any one predic-
tor el1minated that record from consideration. Neither the 
accelerated nor the remedial sections of eighth grade wel"e 
given the Lee Test of Algebraic Ability. Therefore, these 
records were eliminated from thi1 study. The absence of 
these two groups definitely wou.ld have an etf'ect on th.la 
study. 
6 
Each or the 1 tema •.1&ed in thia study la designated 
by a vai-iable. 
TA.~ l 
x1 • intelligence teat acore 
x2 • Lee Teat of Algebraic Abllity soore 
x3 .. u.rk in •ighth grade mflthemat1ca 
x4 - grade equivalence in arithmetic coroputat1on 
x_, - grade equ1valenoe in problem aolving 
x6 • verbal reaaoninr 
x.7 ... numerical a.b11.ity 
x8 - abstract reaaonJ.np, 
x9 - apatial relations 
x10 ... meohariioal r411t.aonlng 
x11 - comblnation of yerbal reaaonint and 
numerical ability 
.x12 • mattk in o1oth grtuie alaebra 
x13 • mark in ninth grade tunct1onal mathematic• 
x14 • mark in ninth gritde be.ado matbe:m.at1cs 
Pupils or superior aptitude tor matnematica should be 
recognized aa earl7 aa poaai'ble and placed in ability aectiona 
1a order to :receive instruction which is beet sult•d :ro:r 
their ability and capacity. 'thoae students leaa able and 
perhaps incapable or prot1tlnr; trom a study auoh as algebra 
7 
should likewiae be identified in order to aave them from 
waating their time and ettort, to protect them trom having 
to tace again the probability of failure, and to enable them 
to intenaity their ettorta toward·other eubjeeta.8 
The presence of three different coursea in mathematic• 
neceaaitatea that each atudent make a decision with respect 
to which mathematic• course he will take aa a ninth grade 
atudent. Thia dec1a1on should be made after much thought 
and otten following a oonte:rence with the school counselor. 
The counselor ahould be able to turniah information which 
would aid the student in making his choice. The 1ntormation 
currently being used includes three apeoitic areaa; 
l. results ot the Lee 'feat ot A.lgebJtaie Ability 
2. achieTem.ent aeorea 
3. previous mathematics grade• 
Individual intelligence and aehievem.ent teats are given when 
there la doubt about an 1nd1T1dual pupil'• ability to achieve.9 
Having prepared t~r the teaeb1ng or matbematica and 
having completed two 7ear1 of teaching matbematioa at Jefter-
aon Junior High Sehool, thia writer baa become quite aware ot 
the lag between prediction of achievement and actual accoa-
pliahment. Acoord1ng to thoae teacher• ot longer experience, 
the existence ot this discontinuity between predicted auoceaa 
ot ninth grade mathematics student• and the level attained bJ' 
8calitorn1a Algebra Aptitude Teat, American Guidance 
Service Catalog (1966-67), P• 18. 
9teaeber'• Handbook, Jettereon Junior High SChool, 
Mattoon, I1l1no1a. 
8 
those students has been evident for several years. Apparent• 
ly, even with the Lee Test, which according to the test 
manual haa ?"ea.sonably high predictiv• validity, the ability 
to predict a student's auccesa in-m.a.themat1ca at• local 
level has been quite elusive. 
As a result ot this lack of predictive validity, the 
f'inal sectioning ot students has been aocompliahed only a.fter 
much deliberation on the part of the oounaelor and adminis-
trator, Sectioning of students in this manner requires a 
large degree of aubject1v1ty. It is not the purpose here to 
suggest the elimination of the subjective aspect ot sectioning 
because total elimination would surely be an impoaaible task. 
An assumption ia made, however, of the existence or a more 
satisfactory and more valid objective approach to this work. 
The subjective method has often been no more eft•ctive 
t}1an would be a sampling ot students at random. The 1netfec-
t1veneaa ot the subjective method can be evidenced by the 
number of tranaters from algebra to one of the other mathe-
matics courses. Incidence or tranater requests, and conse-
quently counselor 1nterv1ewa, haa been as high e.1 twenty per 
cent in previoua years.lo 
Aside trom the additional administrative work caused 
by ineffective acheduling,, the students are made to suffer. 
Those students who transfer not only have felt the pain of 
failure, but the7 also have missed the opportunity to leam 
in a course designed more for their ab111t7 and capacity. 
10Interview with Dick James, School Counaelor, Jeffer-
son Junior High School, July 10, 1907. 
CHAPTER II 
REVI.c.ll OF RELATED LITERATURE 
The following statements ma7 be made concerning a 
survey of the work done 1n predi.ot1ng m1u•ka in special 
subjects. 
1. The aame factoi-s which are uaed to pztedict 
general aucceas in high school ma.7 be used 
to predict auceesa in special aubjects. 
2. In general any one factor auoh aa an in-
telligence teat or mark in the el•mentary 
school eorrela.tea lesa well with a mark in 
a special subject than with the s•neral aver-
age ot subjects. 
3. To predict aucceaa in a special subject one 
would use d.ata that hae something in comm.on 
with the particular subject being predicted. 
To predict success in English in high sehool 
one would use marks in English in the ele-
mentary school rather than marks in arithme-
tic. Or one would use reaulta from an arith-
metic teat rather than from1! h11tocy test+to predict auceeaa in alg&bra. 
MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
The nlue of a atudent•s intelligence quotient in 
this study 1s determined by an arithmetic average of the 
I .Q. scores available rrom the student ta record. The number 
of such acorea 1a dependent upon which elementary school the 
llpero1val M. S}'lllonds, MeagytfUYQt !P 89eonq1&1:z 
Education (lfew York: The MacMillan Compan7, 1927), P• 405. 
9 
10 
student attended. If the atudent attended elemental"J' echool 
in Mattoon, he took at lee.at three tests fl'Om whtoh mental 
ab111 ty or intelligence quotient aoorea are derl ved. A. 
student who attended elementary sehool outside Community 
Unit School D1atr1ct N'U!flber Two :may not have aa many acorea 
available. 
The tlr1t two mental ability group teets giv•n in the 
Mattoon s,atem ai-e the Ot1a Quiotc-Sooring Mental Ability 
teats. The Alpha Teet la given in grade two and the Beta 1n 
grade tour.12 
The tirat ot these, the Alpha Teet. ia conatl'\loted 
entirely ot pioturea, while the Beta ie a verbal teat. Each 
of th••• teats 1a to nutaa\ll"e numtal ability, which the teat 
manual deaorlbes as being •thinking power or the degree of 
maturity of the mind". Question• 1uch aa those relating to 
yocabula17 and arithmetic reasoning are uaed to add variety. 
'rheae question• m.eaeure mental ab111ty onl7 in ao ta'!' aa can 
be assumed that pupil• of equal age have bad nearly equal 
opportun1 ty to lea.rn.13 
When each ot the tollowlrtg teeta a:re given during 
gs-a.de eight, coi-relat1on1 ot .67 and .73 are tound respectively 
between the Otla Q;uiok•Sooring Mental Aldllty Test, Beta Test, 
and the Arithmetic Reaaoning and A:ritbmetic Computation por• 
t1ona or the Stanford Achievement Teat, Fo•m J.14 
12outl1ne or Community Unit D11•r1ct . .lumber Two Test-
ing PPO(l:t-&m. 
· llArthur s. Otia, liln:t.al o.t .R1EAf \a:0111 tor ».ste Tt•li, 
Otie Qy15ck,-~j£1M MentaJ; A)llJ.1,:z Ttfif ~New York: Worid :!ook 
Company, 19 , p.l. 
141W•, p. B. 
ll 
In certain elementary schools the Peabody Picture 
Vocabula~ Test 1a given instead ot the Otis Seta. The 
Peabody 1a a teat which mtuuurGs vel'bal 1ntell1@«mce. Thla 
test is a aer1ea of one hundred. fifty plates eontaining toW!' 
p1oturea each. Toe peraon ~1ng teated is asked to identify 
the picture which oorreaponds w1th the vo,..d being apoken by 
the examiner. The identit1cation of the picture •Y be accom• 
pliahed either bJ pointing or by :relating the number ot the 
picture. The firat of these two methods la used when t•at1n@ 
young children while the second method ie used primarily with 
old.er child.ren and adolescents. 
Uaed aa an individual mental ability test, the Pee.body 
P\l)ture Vocabulary Test has an advantage or bein~ easily and 
quickly administered and scored. According to the test manual, 
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary !eat oanbe adm1n1atePed in 
ten to fifteen minutes and aco:red 1n one to two m1nutea. 
This test covers a wide ranre and is oompletelJ unt1med.l$ 
The weakest point of the test 1• -probalaly at the auper1oP 
adult level. Voeabular·1 haa proven to be lacking 1n d.ia-
er1m1nat1on between adult• of eseept1onal mental ab111ty.l6 
The third major ntentel ability teat used at the 
elemental'Y level in the Mattoon school system 11 the Califor• 
n1a Sho11t-Form Teat of Mental Maturi.ty.17 This test provides 
1Stloy4 M. Ounn, MIQW!dt,I .111110,u .P11,,H:1 V,oq1.t?1iu1 
.'r.llll (M1nn•apol1a, M1nneaota; American Guidance SePvice, 
~. l9S9), P• 2~. 
161.W•, P• )2. 
17outl1ne or Community Unit D1atr1ot Nu•ber Two Test-
ing Program. 
12 
1ntormat1on about the individual'• capacity to solve prob• 
lems and to reapond to new situations, each or which are 
basic to learning.18 
The l'ate and scope of the· individual'• mental de• 
velopment are meaaUPed at ea.ch level or testing in tel'llla ot 
tour diatinct tactora. The fi~at or the taetora, Logical 
Reasoning, conaista of three separate teats which involve 
oppoaitea, a1milarit1es, and analog1ea. Each or these tests 
consist of titteen items involving relationship• with pie• 
turea. 
The second taotor te,ted is Nu:merical Reasoning. 
Thi~ area stresae1 the ability to comprehend numerical con-
c•pta and to apply mathematical principles to problem solving. 
The two separate teata in this section involve, tirst or all, 
numerical value, requiring the indi•idual to make a certain 
sum trom a given number or ooina. The second part ia number 
problema, involving quantitative reasoning. 
Verbal Concepts 1a the third taotor teated. The 
peraon being examined must identity, rrom a choice or five 
worda, two words wh1oh have a similar connotation. 
The final teat, involving the factor ot D1emo17, 1a 
entitled Delayed Recall. Por this portion or the teat, a 
story is read to the examinee at the b•g1nn1ng ot the teat1ng 
period, and the teat ite-.. relate to thia etorJ• The first 
Tiegs, 
Maturit 
Bureau, 
Ernest w. 
13 
six teats provide standardised con41t1ona tor the testing ot 
dela7ed recall. 
The entire test haa a time li~it 0,t tQrty•three min• 
utes including the reading of the story to.r teat number seven. 
During these torty .. three minutes, the exam.nee must answer 
one hundred twent1 items which are both verbal and non-verbal 
in nature. 
A mental age and intelligence quotient are obtained 
from both verbal and non-verbal aectiona. In addition to 
these separate scores, a total mental age and intelligence 
quotient are obtained.19 The total intelligence ~uot1ent 1• 
recorded on each student•• cumulative record. 
APTITUDE TESTS 
The Lee Teat ot Algebra1e Abilit1 conaiats of tour 
separate teats. These teata, assembled trom a group ot nine 
teats, include arithmetic problems, analog1, number ser1e•, 
and tormulaa.20 
Aocording to ,he manual, thia teat can be ueed to 
determine whether or not a student should take algebra. 
Standards tor ma.king th1a detel"llination are available, but 
it is suggested in the teat manual that the aohool uaing th1a 
test should de't'iae its own atandarda. 
Having the reeulta trom a teat auoh aa thia may enable 
a teacher to determine the relative level• ot ability within 
1~ •• PP• S-7· 
201. Mu..ray Lee, !llP,uat gr R1a:,et\tD1 tsu: Lit Tes~ Rt Alffb5a10 t,'b111tx, R•'}Cf.Ind1anapol1a, Indiana: Bobba-
erri ompan7, Ino., 19 , P• l• 
14 
the class as an aid in 1.nstruot1on. Thia meaaure ot ability 
might also provide a means of diagnoaing oauaea ot poor vork, 
whether the cause be lack of ability or some problem which 
might possibly be corrected. 
Thia part1oular test 1natruent is given betoi-e the 
student begins the atudy ot algebra. !be teat does not 
cover general mathematical ab111t7, but it cove~• only alge• 
bra1c ability. 
The validity ot tbia teat depends on how well the 
i-esults correlate with success in algebra. Such auoctu,a can 
be measured either b7 final ma:rka in al.gebra or by an alge't>Nl 
achievement test given at the end ot th.e school year. Acoot-d• 
ing to the teat manual, the correlation between standal"dized 
achievement test aoorea and result• trom the Lee Teat ot 
Algebraic Abilit7 1a trom five to ten points above that be• 
,, 
l 
tween the Lee Teat and final marks in algebra~ Thia might 
well be expected because the achievement teat would. involve 
pure knowledge ot the aubjeot, while final nia:ttks 1nelude 
subjective dec1aiona and might be influenced b,J a atudent•a 
attitude in class, h1a promptnesa in turning 1.n aaa1gnmenta, 
and perhaps even the student•• aex,21 
The table on the tolloving page is taken trom the 
teat manual of the Lee Teet of Algebraic Ability and ahova 
data on val141t7 'by means or correlation of the test ot 
Algebraic Ability and final mark• in ninth grade algebra 1n 
a number of achoola. 22 
21T~4A•, 4,~  PP• •-c. 
22.DJJ., P• 6. 
SChool 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6/2 
A 
T 
M 
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TABLE 2 
DATA ON VALIDTY 
IINTB GRADE ALGEBRA OLA.SUS 
llumber ot CoPPelation between lumber of Ca••• Ta•t ot Algebraic c •••• Ability and P1rat 
Seme1ter Mall-ks 
22 .co 1& 
37 
90 .67 87 
1)8 
103 .s3 102 
50 ,S4 
47 .21 
38 .42 
79 .60 78 
Sehool 6/2 A• AcoeleratedJ 'I'• Trad.1t1onal CovaeJ 
M- Minimum Course 
Oori-elati 
between T 
ot Algebr 
on 
eat 
aic 
nd. 
...... 
A.b111t7 a 
Second Se 
ter Mai-ka 
.59 
.73 
.66 
.43 
.44 
.48 
·The uaual e1ae ot correlation ot m.a.Pka between the 
tir1t and second aemeater wae aparox1matel7 ,80. 
U'nl1ke the Lee Teat, tb• D1tterent1a1 Aptitude Teat 
cona1ata or eight tests. Bach teat "ia intended to make a 
unique •ontr1but1on to the understanding ot the individual 
•tudant•.23 
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The Verbal Reasoning test measures one's ab111tJ to 
understand concepts tramed in words and may be expected to 
predict success in areaa involving complex verbal relation-
ships and concepts. The test con41st1 of analogy-type 
questions which are the aame type used in general mental 
ability tests. The analogies which constitute the items tor 
the test use a relatively simple vocabulary and reasonably 
ram111ar content. Such a choice of items reduees the possi-
bility of solution based on association instead of real 
th.inking. These choices also overcome the pz-obability or 
missing item.a due to a lack ot knowledge in a specific sub• 
J•ct matter field or of unusual vocabulary terms. 
Problems in the Numerical Ab111ty segment of the test 
are of the type usually referred to as arithmetic eomputation. 
Thia type ot problem 1a contrasted with the type present 1n 
the usual arithmetic reasoning problem. Arithmetic reasoning 
problems involYe element• of language. Such elements often 
require a aign1t1oant amount of reading ability. In thia 
test, a need to avoid differences in reading ability deter• 
mines the use of computation problem.a rather than reaaoning 
p:roblema.24 
Although computation types of problems are used, the 
measurement or z-easoning ability ia not eliminated. Many of 
the problems require an undetl'stand1ng or numerical relation-
ships and are as complex as items ot a verbal nature. Intel-
ligent answering or test items ia required. Such a requirem•nt 
la typified by an example taken from the test manualt 
In problem 17 or Form A of the teat, 
the anawer 47 tt., 24 in. 11 aco:red aa wrong, 
even though it 11 the correot awn arithmeti-
cally; onl7 49 tt. 1a accepted. The student 
who haa given the former reaponae haa not 
responded intelligentlJJ he baa tailed to 
perceive the relationship in the feet and 
inchea oombination. An emplo7er or teacher 
would look aakanoe at someone who, when aaked 
to seaaure a table, replied "4 teet, 12 inchea." 
The aam.e approach to evaluation ot nWII.IJ1eal 
underatanding 1a applied in this teat.:, 
17 
The Bumerical ability test can be uatd.as a predictor 
in mathematioa, according to the teat manual. A combination 
or the Numerical Ability and the Verbal Reasoning teats 
yields a measure of general learning ability. 
!he Abatract Reaeon1ng test requii-ea the student to 
disoov•r an operating pr1no1ple 1n changing tigurea and to 
show hia understanding by indicating the diagram which would 
tollow a aerie• ot diagrama. Beaawae the aetual ditterencea 
are apparent, the teat is to decide why the pattern• ditter.26 
Another teat attempt• to determine one'• ability both 
to viauali&e a constructed object trom a picture and to 
imagine bow an object would look it it were turned in a 
number of d1tterent waya. Both ot these taetora a:re important 
in the ab111t7 to think in spatial terms. 
The Spatial Relations teat is designed to evaluate 
"••• ability to manipulate things mentally, to c:reate a 
structure in one's ndml trom a plan.•27 
2.5.1.l!J:J. 
26.IJ214•' P• 7 • 
271:t!li· 
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The result• or the Mechanical Reasoning test are 
most uaetul in predicting success in areaa involving the use 
or principles ot physical torcea.28 Oare was taken, in th1a 
portion ot:' the test, to uae item.a· employing m,uihanisma which 
are simple and do not requil'e special knowledge. Scor•• are 
increased b7 only a tew points even with tol'l:ll&l training in 
.Phya1oa. 
In this study, on• other aoor• is '\leed trom the 
Ditterential Aptitude Teats. Thie score ia a comb1~at1on ot 
the Rumerical Ability and Ver1!,al Reasoning soor••• The 
abilitie1 meaaured in theae two sepa~ate teats are thoae 
abilities repi-eaented in 1ntell1genoe or ••holaatic aptitude 
testa.29 
In the tables trom page tort1•two ot the teat manual, 
the teat with the highest degree ot correlation with course 
gra.dea in mathematics 1a the teat ot Numerical Ability. Thia 
teat baa a median correlation ot .47. 
Ten aub•teata are oonta1ned in the Advanced BattepY 
ot the Metropolitan Achievement 'feate. Ot th••• ten testa, 
the results ot only two were used in thia atud7. The two 
aub-teeta whose reaulta were uaed are thoae dealina apeciti• 
call7 with mathematics. The t1rat ot these 11 the teat en• 
titled Ar1thmet1o Computation. Thi• teat oo•era moat aapec,a 
28
.lll11• • PP• 7•8. 
29Ib&S•, P• 20. 
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ot oomputation, primarily through the uae ot tunda.m.ental 
operat1ona v1th whole numbers, tractions, and deeimals, 
The second t•at uaed ia Al"ith.metie PN>blem Solving 
and Concepts. One•• understanding or the number ayatem, 
measure•, Yoeabular7, and &Jl1thmet1o proce•••• a.re measured 
in the tirat part ot th1a test. In the seeond part emphaaia 
is placed on one'• abi 11 t7 to applf nullt'bera and to ma. Ire 
sound judgments in quantitative problems. In thia teat the 
primary emphaaia ia on reaaon1ng ln numerical a1tuat1ona.l0 
Recognising the n•ed tor the eata'bl1ahment of local 
no:rma and the need tozt valid prediotora, otheP peraona have 
made studies aimilar to th1a one. In one aueb atudJ, Barnes 
and Asher to\llld the.beat single PN41otor to be marks re-
ceived in mathematic• at the eighth grade level. Using 
multiple oori-elat1on, the onl7 o\her taotor which greatly 
increased the eorrelat!ou was a mathematic• achieYement test.31 
A studJ ot the prediction ot auecess 1n eighth grad• 
algebra, b7 Roger Duncan, found the beat pped1ctora to be 
(l) intelligence quotient (2) interest acorea in science and 
literature (3) score• on the Orl••n• Algebra Prognoat1o Teat 
and (4) grade placement in arithmetic computation. These 
four item.a were tound to be the beet predictors out or a 
total ot tw•ntr•one variablea.32 
, Brao• or 4, 
llwaztd J£. Barnes and. John w. Aaher, •1redloting Stu• 
dent•' Suocutaa in First Year A.lgebR, 8 !bl Kl)tiM!t&cJ Tt•thtE, 
LV (December, 1962), P• 6SZ • 
.321vanott, op, 111• 
CHAPTER lII 
PROCEDURES 
In an effort to locate suftio1ent 1ntormat1on tor 
this study, an intel"view was conducted with Mr. Boy Sheppard, 
principal of Mattoon Senior High School, Mattoon, Illinois. 
During this interview it was determined that the high school 
records had .not been used previously to1' auch a study. Per• 
mission was granted to uae these records, and the gathering 
or data was begun. 
Examination of aever,a.l students• cumulative record 
folders led to the selection or apeo1f1o iten.ia tor purposes 
ot prediction. Such items wel"e those which w•re available 
f'rom a majority o:f the reeorda and, in the opinion of this 
writer, had the highest relationah1p with achievement in 
mathematics. 
The data was collected from the records of students 
who attended J•fferson Junior High School for, two consecutive 
years and wbo had completed their ninth gra.d.e education 
during either 1966 or 1967. Sub•groupings of the date. were 
then made, depending upon the mathematics course - a.lgebPa, 
functional, or basic• which the student had selected. 
The arithmetic e.Yerage ot each student•• intelligence 
test acorea waa computed and recorded aa a single score. 
20 
21 
Some or the record• uaed bad aa few•• two score•, while 
other• bad aa many aa t1ve aoores. 
!he gPade e,u.1valenoe ot both ••1tbmetic computation 
and pl'Oblem solving vaa 4el"1ved tl'om the Met1-opolitan Achieve• 
ment T••t•• fb1a part1eulai- eeore waa obtained trom a graph 
ot grade equinlence vh1oh 1a reoorde4 each rear tol' each 
•tudent. The acore t..-011 the Lee T•ai ot Algebraic A.b111t7 
an4 the ais aeon• from. the l>itterent1al Apti\ude !ettta •••• 
all. gathered 41r•otl7 ta-cno eaoh atudeat' • told••• 
Having gatb•r•d allot the data, 1nolud1ng tinal 
eighth and. ninth gi-ade matbemat1ca gn.d.ea, lt we.a detefflined 
that the Vh.ol• number value c,f the •tfbe••l•• grade• ( 1.e. 
A • 4, B • 3, O • 2, D • l, F • 0) are, 111 etteot. 41••r•t• 
"'lu••• Suob flluea, u•ed tn a atud7 of oo•r•latlon, would. 
7ield. al)ul"loue reaulta because the t.bec>r, ot oori-elat1on 1• 
ba•ed on funo,s.cni• ot a oon\1nuoua nature. 'fher,eto••t l'eooPde 
weite obtained from Jett•»•on Junior H1&h School 1n oPder to 
eompute eontinuoua Y&lue1 of s••d•• tor ea.eh 1twtent. 
The number ot atna4•nt• in :ea.ob group is enumerated 
in the tollow1ng table. 
TABLE 3 
IUMBlUt OF STUDU1'S Ill BAO! IUl,.OROUP 
Alge\JN. Puneticmal Baa:lo Total 
1966 lI 28 18 'l 1967 §! 17 12 Total 98 JS 214 
-
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When all the data. had been collected, it was trans-
tel"red to IBM cards and processed by the IBM 1620 computer 
in the Data Processing Center at Eastern I1l1no1a UniveJtsity. 
The atat1atioa obtained by computer pro4esa1ng included the 
PeaPaon product-moment correlation, a, mean acore, and the 
standard deviation. 
FINDINGS 
The dual purpose of this atudy was (l) to evaluate 
current practices being used to aid incoming ninth grade 
students 1n •electing a matbematioa course at Jetteraon 
Junior High School, Mattoon, lllinoia, and (2) to determine 
the existence of other factors which might be used turther 
to aid. these atudenta in their mathematics course selection. 
The study was conducted using the records of students who 
completed their ninth gnde education at Jefferson Junior 
High School in either 1966 or 1967. Theae students also 
attended this school tor their eighth grade education. 
Kleven variables were selected as having relevance 
to mathematical ability and aueeess. The data were separated 
according to the mathematics cours• taken in the ninth grade. 
Computer processing wa1 utilized then in order to obtain a 
mean and a standard deviation tor esoh variable aa well as 
a correlation coett1c1ent between each variable and the 
appropriate ninth grade matbemat1ca course. 
The data tor each mathematics course were proeeaaed 
further according to each year being atudied. The result• 
ot thia prooeaaing were then subjected to the critical ratio 
or t•teat aa a test of a1gn1!1cance. The results of the 
23 
24 
t•teet indicated the existence of no s1e;nit1cant difference, 
at the .01 level, tor any single variable during the two 
reai-s being studied. The data in this chapter are derived, 
theretore, from. the total population ot Eutoh· mathematics 
group, and the correlation study is cond.uoted with respect 
to those populations. 
According to Garrett, a genel"al guide for interpre-
tation of e1gn1ticance of a correlation eoefticient (r) can 
be a.a follows: 
r from 
r from 
r from 
r from 
TABLE 4 
SIGNIFIOANCE OF VALUES 
OF CORRELATION COEYFI0I:ENT33 
.oo to ,i20 very low or negligible 
.20 to .40 lowJ present but alight 
.40 to .70 substantial or marked 
.70 to 1.00 high to very high 
Numerical values or!'.. can be either positive or negative. 
Thia guide is utilized in the aaalysia of the data in this 
stud7. 
3.3aenry E. Garrett, Blementaa St:e.tiatioa (Hew York: 
Longmans, Green and Oontpan7, 53}:S&J, p. it'.6. 
Variable 
xl 
X2 
X3 
X4 
X5 
x6 
X7 
X8 
~ 
!ABLE 5 
MEAIS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OP 
VARIJ.BLIS POR ALGEI:UlA S'?UDDTS 
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Mean Standard Deviation 
111.81 s.s2 
44-41 7.07 
2.1s .56 
8.,99 .,99 
9.52 .71t, 
74.82 1a.s2 
72.90 21.,79 
67.41 20.,57 
61.,84, 26.46 
X10 63.40 25.08 
x11 
X12 
77.37 
1.62 
18.89 
.92 
- Arithmetic average or intelligence teat acore1 
- Le• Teat ot Algebraic Ab1l1t7 
- Eighth grade mathematics mark 
• Ar1thmet1o Computation, Metropolitan Aoh1eTement Teat 
- Problem Solving, Metropolitan Achievement Test 
- Veitbal Reasoning, D1tterent1al Aptitude Teat 
- 1\1111.erical Ability, D1tferent1al Aptitude Teat 
- Abatract Reaaoning, D1tterent1al Aptitude Teat 
- Spatial Relation•, D1fterent1al Aptitude Test 
• Mechanical Reasoning, D1tterent1al Aptitude Teat 
• Combination ot Verbal Reaaoning and Numerical Ability, 
D1tterent1al Aptitude Teat 
- Algebra mark: 
TASL.E 6 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIOIS OF 
VARIABLES FOR P'UIOTIO.NAL MATHEMATIC 3 STTJDEN'I'S 
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Variable Mean StandaJtd Deviation 
X1 104.as 1.se 
X2 35.01 7.95 
X3 1.78 .55 
X4 7,64 .88 
X5 8 • .30 ,9.$ 
x6 S.3,02 22.09 
X7 4s.24 24.17 
Xs 4S,J7 24.42 
X9 41.92 27,.35 
X10 SJ,76 26.61 
X11 49.01 22,19 
X13 2,16 .68 
x1 - Arithmetic average of 1ntelligenoe te1t scares 
x2 • Lee Teat ot Algebraic Ab111t7 
xx3 • Bighth gP&de mathematic• mark 
4 - Ar1tbmet1o Computation, Metropolitan Achievement Teat X.5 - Problem Solving, Metropolitan Achievement Test 
x6 • Verbal Reasoning, D1tterent1al Aptitude Teat 
x7 • Numerical AbilitJ, D1tterent1a1 Aptitude Teat 
x8 - Abatract Reaaoning, Differential Aptitude Teat 
x9 - Spatial Relations, D1tterent1al Aptitude Teat X1o - Mechanical Reasoning, D1tterent1al Aptitude Teet 
X11 • Combination or Verbal Reasoning and Bumerioal Ability, 
Ditterential Aptitude Teet 
x13 • Punctional Mathematics mark 
TABL.E 7 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIA'I1IOtJS OF 
VARIABLES FOR BASIC MA'IHEMA'.l'I03 81rUDIDITS 
27 
Variable Mean Standard Deviation 
X1 96.71 8.43 
X2 24.37 8.60 
X3 .a5 .48 
X4 6.$9 .71 
x, 6.64 1.20 
x6 35,20 19.80 
x7 19,08 14.01 
Xa 31.57 23.58 
X9 34.es 24.62 
X10 43.71 22.21 
Xll 24.51 16.84 
X14 2.01 .71 
- Ar1thmet1o average ot intelligence test scores 
- Lee Teat or Algebraic Ability 
- Eighth grade mathem.atioa mark 
- Arithmetic Computation, Metropolitan Achievement Test 
- Problem Solving, Metropolitan Achievement Test 
• Verbal Reasoning, Differential Aptitude Teat 
- Numerical AbilitJ, Differential Aptitude Teat 
• Abatract Reasoning, Differential Aptitude Test 
- Spatial Relations, Differential Aptitude Teat 
- Mechanical Reasoning, D1tferent1al Aptitude Test 
- Combination ot Verbal Reasoning and Numerical Ability, 
Differential Aptitude Test 
- Basic Matheme.tiea mark 
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TABLE 5, 6, ABD 7 
MEA.NS AND S'l'ODARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES 
FOR NINTH GRADE MATHEMATICS &.?UDEITS 
When applied to any two of the three gJtoupa ot atu• 
dent• in the ditterent ninth gPade mathematica eoUl'ae•, the 
t-teat indicated a a1gn1t1cant dittei-ence at the .OS level 
tor eaoh va:riable, w1th only two exeeptiona. The Spatial 
Relations scores for the functional mathematioa group and 
the baaic mathematics group do not ditte:r eignitioantly at 
the .05 level. The other variable whieh ahowa no s1gn1t1cant 
difference at th1a level 11 the mark obtained in both the 
tunotional and baaio mathtm.at1ca coupaea. 
With one notable exception, the mean ot each nP1able 
tor algebPa students is gJteater than the mean ot the like 
variable tor the functional mathematic• atudenta. The mean 
ot the mark obtained 1n the ninth grade mathematic• oourae 1a 
greater tor the functional matbemat1ea student• than tor the 
algebra students. The mean of each variable tor the algebra 
group 1• greater than the mean of the like vaJtiable tor the 
basic mathemat1oa group, with the exoeption of the mark 
obtained in ninth grade mathematics. 
When the functional mathematic• group is compared 
with the baaic mathematic• gPOup, the result• indicate a 
higher mean score tor the functional mathematics group, tor 
each variable. As mentioned before, no tignit1cant ditterence 
1a tound. tor two ditterent pail'a·or variable•. 
X1 
X2 
X3 
X4 
X5 
x6 
X7 
Xe 
X9 
X10 
X11 
X2 X3 
.43 .19 
.34 
TABLE 8 
INTERCORRELATION MATRIX OF VARIABLES 
FOR ALG1'8RA STUDENTS 
X4 X5 Xo X7 X5 ~ 
.25 .27 .46 .35 .23 .20 
.39 .2$ .38 .48 .30 .15 
.53 .29 ,29 .32 .26 .08 
.53 .27 .38 .15 .06 
.44 • 37 .12 .18 
.49 .36 .2s 
.26 • 29 
.33 
' 
- Arithmetic average of intelligence test acorea 
- Lee Teat or Algtbraie Ability 
- Eighth grade mathematics mark 
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X10 X11 
.21 .45 
.13 .48 
.04 .35 
-.02 .37 
.11 .45 
.11 .83 
.11 .85 
.11 .34 
.21 .31 
.10 
- Arithmetic Computation, Metropolitan Achievement Teat 
- Problem Solving, Metropolitan Achievement Test 
• Verbal Reasoning, D1tferent1al Aptitude Test 
- Numerical Ability, Differential Aptitude Test 
- Abatract Reaaoning, Ditferentlal Aptitude Test 
• Spatial Relations, Differential Aptitude Teat 
• Mechanical Reason1ng, Differential Aptitude Teat 
- Combination of Verbal Reasoning and Numerical Ability, 
Differential Aptitude Test 
• Algebra mark 
X12 
.21 
.42 
.75 
.55 
• 35 
.29 
.49 
.29 
.16 
.03 
.44 
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TABLE 8 
INTERCORRELATION MATRIX OF VARIABLES 
FOR ALGEBRA STUDENTS 
A total or ninetJ•eight students constitute this 
group. Of this total, tort7-seven were ninth gradera in 
1966, and fittJ•one were ninth graders in 1967. 
In this study the only variable which has a signifi-
cant correlation coett1c1ent for use in predicting algebra 
marks is that of marka received in eighth grade mathematics. 
Thia correlation, of .75, is .20 higher than the correlation 
between the Arithmetic Computation Test from the Metropolitan 
Aehievement Test Batter7. The correlation ot .55 between 
Arithmetic Computation and algebra marks is the second high• 
eat correlation when using algebra marks as one of the vari• 
ables. Thia value ot correlation is marked, although not 
extremely high. 
Contrary to this 1ntorme.t1on is the correlation of 
.32 between the marks earned in eighth grade mathematics and 
the scores dtr1 ved trom the Numerical Ability Test or the 
Differential Aptitude Teat. Further study or the matrix 
indicates a rather low correlation of .38 between Arithmetic 
Computation of the Metropolitan and Numerical Ability of the 
Differential Aptitude Test. 
A correlation of .53 exists between the two portions 
of the Metl'opolitan Achievement Teat. A correlation ot .53 
also ia present between marks in eighth grade :mathematics 
and the computation portion of the Metropolitan. These equal 
correlation ooefficienta might suggest a similar correlation 
31 
between the eighth gra.de marks and the problem solving por-
tion of the Metropolitan. Such is not the oase, however, as 
the aotual corl"elat1on between those two variables is .29. 
Although designed as a predictor of success in alge-
bra, the Lee Test of Algebraic Ability 1a rather oonapiououa 
in its absence from a place of high correlation with algebra 
grades. The correlation here of .42 is marked but is far 
from significant. 
With the exceptions of two other places in the matrix, 
no significantly high correlation can be found between two 
variables. These exceptions are the relationships between 
each of the scores on two ot the individual teats of the 
D1f'f'erent1al Aptitude Test ... Numerical Ability and Verbal 
Reasoning - and the score derived from the combination of 
these two tests. The high correlation, above .Bo in each 
ease, should be expected from the knowledge that one of' the 
variables being compared is, in fa.ct, a portion of the score 
of the other variable. 
TABLE 9 
IHTERCORRELATION MATRIX OP VARIABLES 
FOR FUNCTIONAL MATREMATI08 STUDENTS 
I 
32 
X2 X3 X4 X5 x6 X7 I Xs ~ X10 X11 
Xl .46 .18 .21 .2s .45 .14 .01 .03 
X2 .31 .44 .$) .42 .35 .39 .24 
X3 .46 .40 .22 .41 .19 .12 
X4 .71 .3S .48 .27 .13 
x., .42 .4.3 .32 .12 
x6 .45 .38 .22 
X7 • .30 .12 
X5 .50 
X9 
X10 
Xll 
l 
x1 - Arithmetic average ot 1ntell1genee teat scores 
x2 • Lee Teat ot Algebraic Abilitr 
.2:1 
.18 
.12 
.15 
.20 
.36 
.13 
.37 
.37 
I 
x3 - Eighth grade mathematics mark 
x4 • Arithmetic Computation, Metropolitan Achievement Test 
x5 - Problem Solving, Metropolitan Achievement Teat 
x6 - Verbal Reasoning, Differential Aptitude Teat 
x7 • Numerical Ability, D1:f.ferent1al Aptitude Teat 
x8 - Abstract Reasoning, D1tterent1al Aptitude Test 
x9 • Spatial Rela~ions, Differential Aptitude Test 
• .35 
.46 
.36 
.48 
.so 
.83 
.86 
.39 
.22 
.28 
X • Mechanical Reaaoning, D11'fei-ent1al Aptitude Teat Xi~ - Combination of VeJtbal Reasoning and Numerical Ability, 
Differential Aptitude Test 
x13 - Functional Mathematics mark i 
X13 
.10 
.38 
.50 
.so 
.sa 
.26 
.44 
.21 
I 
.26 
.02 
.4.3 
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TABLE 9 
IITERCORRELATIOJ MATRIX O.F VARIABLES FOR 
FUNCTIONAL MATHEMATICS STUDENTS 
Eighty-one students comprise the population ot 
functional mathematica students. Twenty•eight ot these 
completed their ninth grade education in 1966, and the re-
maining fifty-three completed their ninth grade education 
in 1967. 
Bot one variable has a significantly high corr-elation 
with marks eaftled in functional mathematics. The highest 
correlation, 158, ex1sta between the marks ot functional 
mathematics and the derived scores of the Problem Solving 
Teat of the Metropolitan. Marks in eighth gx-ade mathematics 
and the computation portion ot the Metropolitan each have a 
correlation with marka in tunctional mathematics ot .so. 
A relativelr high correlation exists between the two 
portions of the Metropolitan. For th11 group the correlation 
coett1c1ent 1a .71 between these two tests. 
A eorrelation between the Lee Test ot Algebraic 
Ability and marks in functional mathematics 1• • .38. This 
value of r ia not too ditferent from that present with the 
algebra group. 
A correlation of .48 is px-eaent between the computation 
portion of the Metropolitan and the Kumerical Ability Teat 
trom the D1tterent1al Aptitude Test. Thia coertic1ent ls 
.10 greater than the ooett1o1ent between the same two varia'blea 
for the algebra group. 
A high correlation 1a present between the Verbal 
Reasoning score and the combined score or Verbal Reasoning 
and Numerical Ability. Likewise, a high correlation ex1sta 
between Numerical Ability and the combined score. Each ot 
these correlations 1• greater than .80. 
: 
TABLE 10 
IHTERCORRELA.TION MATRIX OF VARIABLES 
FOR !ASIC MAirHEMATICS STUDENTS 
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x2 X.3 X4 X5 x6 X7 Xa ~ X10 X11 
Xl .45 .28 .49 .4s • .39 .06 .4s .18 
X2 .38 .54 .64 • !53 .47 .26 .18 
X3 .64 .36 .29 • .34 .32 .28 
X4 .73 • .38 .34 .38 ~11 
X5 .65 • .34 • .31 -.21 
x6 .37 .27 .06 
X7 .03 .12 
X5 .41 
X9 
X10 
x11 
x1 - Arithmetic average ot intelligence teat aooree 
x2 • Lee Teet ot Algebraic Abil1tJ 
.19 
.12 
-.11 
-.07 
-.07 
.22 
-.14 
• .)l 
.43 
X3 - Eighth grade mathematics mark X4 - Arithmetic Computation, Metropolitan ~ohievement Test 
x5 - Problem Solving, M6tropol1tan Achievement Test 
x6 - Verbal Reasoning, Differential Aptitude Teat 
x7 - Numerical Ability, D1tterent1al Aptitude Teat Xe - Abstract Reasoning, D1tterent1al Aptitude Teat 
x9 • Spatial Relation•• Differential Aptitude Teat 
.32 
.60 
.33 
.42 
.62 
.87 
.75 
.26 
.oa 
.11 
x10 • Mechanical Reasoning, D1tterent1al Aptitude Test 
x11 • Combination ot Verbal Reaaoning and Numerical Ability, 
D1tter•nt1al Aptitude Test 
x14 • Basic Mathematica mark 
X:14 
.30 
.6.3 
.56 
.48 
.37 
.40 
.55 
.42 
.40 
.06 
.54 
FJ:'ABLE 10 
UlTERCORRELATION MA'rRIX OJ? VARIABLES FOR 
BA.SIC MA11REMA1rrcs STUDEti11"S 
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The total nu.."nber or students in thia g:l"'oup is thirty-
:fi ve. Eighteen students were gre.dua ted from the ninth grade 
in 1966, and seventeen of them were graduated in 1967. 
or the data oolleoted one aspect which is noticeably 
different from that ot the two previous groups 1.s the corre-
lation which exists between the Lee Test or Algebraic Ability 
and marks in basic mathematics. The correlation of .63 
between these two variables is mueh higher than for either 
of the other groups. 
A. relat1 vely high correlation of .64 exists between 
marks in eighth grade msthe:matice and the computation portion 
ot the Metropolitan. 
In th1.s group, marks in eighth grade mathematics 
have the second highest eorrelation with marks in basic math• 
ems.ties. However, that correlation ot .56 ranks second, only 
slightly ahead or the correlation of .5.5 between the Numerical 
Ability Test of the Difte:rent1al Aptitude Test and marks in 
basic mathematics. 
As should be expected, both from the previous groups 
and the nature of the tests, a high correlation 1a present 
between the combined score of the Verbal Reasoning and Numer-
ical Ability Testa or the Differential Aptitude Tests and 
eaeh of those individual scores. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMJiA..RY AND COMCLUSIONS 
SUM.r>t4.RY 
'rhe purpose of this study was to evaluate practices 
currently used to aid incoming ninth grade students in 
selecting a mathematics course at Jefferson Junior High 
School. More specifically, it was designed. to determine of 
what value these current practices are in predicting success 
in ninth grade mathematics. 
The investigation was conducted in order to find 
more reliable information which might be used in predicting 
success. It was further planned to yield information to 
enable a student to plan his academic future more realisti-
cally. 
In addition, the investigation was conducted with 
the hope that it might provide in:f'crma.tion regarding local 
norms, contribute useful infol'ma.tion regarding the testing 
program, and indicate topics in which more research is needed. 
COBCLUSIOMS 
The lowness of the mean of the marks in algebra, 
when compared to those in both functional and basic mathema-
tics, probably can be aoeount-ed for b::' the nature of the 
different courses. Predominantly, the functional e.nd basic 
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mathematics courses consist of review of previously learned 
material, with an emphasis on computational skills. The 
algebra course, on the other hand, contains many new areas 
of learning and requires the use of a logical reasoning 
process. In addition to the difference in the content ot 
each course, the self-directing approach used in the algebra 
course probably has an adverse effect on the marks received 
by some of the students. 
For predicting success in algebra, the Lee Test of 
Algebraic Ability does not sufficiently serve its purpose. 
Two other variables are more likely to provide a more valid 
prediction than the Lee Test. These variables are (1) final 
mark in eighth grade mathematics and (2) grade equivalence 
on the computation portion of the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test. 
No ver7 significant correlation e.xista between any 
of the predictors and marks received in functional mathematics. 
However, the grade equivalence or the problem sol~ng portion 
of the Metropolitan Achievement Teat ia probably the best 
predictor of success in functional mathematics. 
The score from the Lee Test of Algebraic A.b111 t7 
probably can be the most useful predictor with reference to 
a final mark in basic ma.thematics. 
With the exception of the correlation between the 
final mark in eighth grade mathematics and the final mark in 
algebra, there is no truly significant correlation between 
any predictor and th6 final mark in ninth grade mathematics. 
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The relatively low correlation between algebra marks 
and the Lee Test scores indicates a need for further inves-
tigation of a more valid predictive instrument. The existence 
of several other algebra aptitude tests indicates that a 
test more applicable to this local si tua.tion might be found. 
REC0Mi"1ENDA1:PI0.NS 
Finally, it is the opinion of this writer that a 
continual longitudinal atudy needs to be carried out 1n the 
area of predicting academic success at the local level. It 
is hoped that the information contained in this study will 
be utilised both in counseling with students a.t Jefferson 
Junior High School and a.s a step toward further educational 
research. 
APPENDIX 
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A.P:PEliDIX A 
Linear correlation auoh as is being uaed in this 
study L"ttplies a relationship that can be e.xpl"e1uuM! bJ a 
straight line, called a regression line. 
The equation tor the refresaion line tor predicting 
aome sco:re, Y, from a known score, X, 1a 
l' • r (~) ( X ... X) + 'f 
X 
1n which (1) r 1a the correlation between X and YJ (2) s7 
and sx a:re the standard deviations or Y and X respect! velyJ 
( ,3) i and Y are the m.eana ot X and Y :respectively. 
The tablea on the tol:low1ng page are eqw.ltiona of 
lines of reg:reaaion tor predicting ninth grade marks ln 
mathematics. The equations illustrated are those containing 
the tour var1ablea of highest correlation w1th the appropriate 
mathem.a.tica mark. In eaeb case, Y rep~••enta the p~edioted 
acore. 
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TABLE 11 
:EQUATIONS OF LINES OF lUXlRESSION 
FOR PREDICTING ALGEBRA MARKS 
Y • l.245X3 - 1.80 
Y • o.52ox4 - 3.06 
Y • o.02ix7 • 0.13 
Y = 0.055,X:.2 • 0.80 
TABLE 12 
EQUATIONS OF LINES OF REGRESSION 
FOR PREDICTING FUNCTIONAL MATHEMATICS MARKS 
Y = o.41ix5 - 1.25 
Y • 0.61413 + 1.07 
Y = 0.)82X4 - 0.76 
Y = 0.01217 + 1.60 
TABLE 1.3 
EQUATIONS OF LINES OF REGRESSION 
FOR PREDICTING BA.SIC MA.THEMATICS MARKS 
y • 0.0521,.. + o. 74 
t:. 
Y • o.83ox3 + 1.30 
Y = o.02ax7 + 1.47 
Y = 0.02.3X11+ 1.46 
• Lee Teat of Algebraic Ability 
- Eighth grade mathematics mark 
- Arithmetic Computation, Metropolitan Achievement Teat 
- Problem Solving, Metropolitan Achievement Test 
- Numerical Ability, Differential Aptitude Teat 
- Combination of Verbal Reasoning and Numerical Ability, 
Differential Aptitude Test 
TABLE 14 
DISTRIBUTION OF ALGEBRA MARKS ACCORDING 
TO MARKS IN EIGHTH ORADE MATHEMATICS 
Eighth Algebra 
Grade 
F D C B A 
A 4 s ) 
B 4 16 .30 8 l 
C 10 16 l 
D 
F I 
TABLE 15 
DISTRIBUTION OF ALGEBRA MARKS BY PER CENT 
~ ........ 
IN RELA'l1ION TO MARKS IN EIGHTH GRA.D.F; MATHEMATICS 
Eighth Algebra 
Grade 
p D C B I A 
A 33 42 25 
B 7 27 .Sl l.'.3 2 
C 37 59 4 
D 
i 
F 
4.3 
' .. 
'l'ABLh 16 
DIStEUBU'I'IOl~ 01'' ALGEBRA NARKS ACCORDING 'I'O SCORES 
EARNED Oii 1£HE LEE 'rBSlt OF ALGEBRAIC ABILITY 
Scorea on Teat of Algebra 
Algebraic Ab111tJ 
F D 0 B A 
60 + l 
so - 59 2 4 10 6 4 
40 - 49 7 18 14 s 
30 • 39 s 9 9 2 
20 - 29 l l 
10 - 19 
0 - 9 
TA:BLE 17 
DI3'.i:RIBU'i'ION OF ALGEBRA MARKS BY .PER CU~t' IN RELA.'11 ION 
•ro 3CORe;S MR.NED 0.N rrHE L.ti..fi.: TEST OP ALGEBRAIC ABILI'lY 
Scores on Teat or Algebra 
Algebraic Ability 
F .o C :s A 
60 + 100 
$0 ... 59 8 1S 38 24 1$ 
40 ... 49 16 39 34 ll 
30 • 39 16 40 )6 8 
20 ... 29 so so 
10 • 19 
0 .. 9 
TABLE 18 
DISTRIBUTIOli OF ALGEBRA MARKS 
ACCORDING TO I. Q. SCORES 
Algebra 
I.Q. Scores F D C B 
135 - 139 l 
130 - 134 l l 
125 - 129 1 
120 - 124 2 4 5 3 
115 - 119 2 6 9 
110 
- 114 1 0 8 5 
105 - 109 3 9 6 l 
100 
- 104 3 4 4 2 
95 
- 99 l 1 l 
90 
- 94 l 1 
85 - 89 
80 - 84 
75 - 79 
70 - 74 . 
' 
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A 
1 
l 
l 
l 
TABLE 19 
.DISTRIBUTION OF 1'.,UNC'l!IONAL i".!A11HEMA'l'ICS MARKS 
ACCORDING TO MARKS IN EIGHTH GRADE MATHEMATICS 
Eighth Functional 
Grade 
F D C B A 
A l 
B 2 3 
C 5 .32 1s 
D l 9 11 2 
F 
TABLE 20 
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DISTRIBUTION OF FUNCTIONAL MATHEMATICS MARKS BY PER CENT 
IN RELATION TO MARKS II EIGHTH GRADE MArl1HEMA.TICS 
Eighth Functional 
Grade , D C B A 
A 100 
B 40 60 
C 10 62 28 
D 4 39 48 9 
F 
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TABLE 21 
DISTRIBU1fION OF FlJNCrl'IONAL MATREMA'l'ICS MARKS ACCORDING TO 
SCORES EARNED ON THE LEE TEST OF ALGEBRAIC ABILITY 
Scores on Test or Functional 
Algebraic Ability 
F D C B A 
60 + 
50 - 59 1 l 
40 • 49 2 10 8 
JO - 39 7 24 10 
20 • 29 l 5 9 l 
10 
- 19 2 
0 - 9 
-
TABLE 22 
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNCTIONAL MATHh"MATICS MARlCS BY PER CENT 
IN RELATION TO SCORES EARNED ON THE 
LEE TEST OF ALGEBRAIC ABILITY 
i ! 
Scores on Test of Functional 
Algebraic Ability 
F D C B A 
60 + 
50 - 59 50 so 
40 - 49 10 50 40 
.30 - 39 17 58 25 
20 - 29 7 31 55 7 
10 
- 19 100 
0 
-
9 
.. 
F'unctione.1 
I .Q,. Scores fi' D C n A ,.. 
135 ... 1)9 
130 
-
134 
125 
-
129 
120 ... 124 2 l 
115 
-
119 s 2 
110 
-
114 l 6 l 
105 
-
109 7 10 a 
100 
-
104 l 2 13 J 
95 
-
99 4 3 5 
90 
-
91+ 5 
85 
-
f39 2 
BO 
-
84 
75 .. 79 
70 
- 74 
-
TABLE 24 
DISTRIBUTION OF BASIC HATH.EMA.TICS MARKS 
ACCORDING TO MARKS In EIGHTH GRAfJE MATHEMATICS 
Eighth Basic 
Grade 
' F D C B A 
A 
B 
C 4 
D 4 15 4 
F 1 4 2 1 
TABLE 2S 
DIS'I'RIBUTION OF BASIC MA1'HEt1.i.ATICS MARKS BY PER CENT 
IN RELATION TO MARKS IN EIGHTH GRADE MA.THEM1VfICS 
Eighth Basie 
Grade 
F .0 C B A 
A· 
B 
C 100 
D 17 66 17 
F 12.5 50 • . 25 12.5 
. 
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'l'ABLE 26 
DISTRIBU1I'I0N OF BASIC MATHEi'ilA'l~ICS MARKS ACCORDING TO 
SCORES EARNED ON THE LEE TEST OF ALGEBRAIC ABILITY 
I 
Scores on Test ofj 
1 1 bili A gebra e A tyl Basio 
F D C B A 
60 + I 50 • 59 
40 - li.9 1 
30 - .39 1 3 4 
20 
- 29 4 9 .3 
10 
- 19 3 5 l 
0 - 9 l 
TABLE 27 
DISTRIBUTION OF BASIC MA'l'HEMA'I1ICS Yi.ARKS BY PER CENT 
IN RELA'l1ION TO SCORES EARNED 01, 'I'HE 
LEE 1'EST OF ALGEBRAIC ABILITY 
Scores on Test of Basic 
Algebraic ~b1l1ty 
I F D C 
' 
B A 
60 + 
50 
- 59 I 
40 - 49 100 
30 .. 39 13 37 50 
20 
- 29 25 55 20 
10 
- 19 33 56 11 
0 
-
9 100 
50 
ri1ABLE 28 
DISTRIBUTIO:N OF' BASIC I11u\11'HhMATICS MARKS 
ACCORDING TO I.Q. SCORES 
Ba.sic 
I.Q. Scores F 1) C B A 
135 - 139 
130 - 134 
125 
- 129 
120 
- 124 
115 - 119 
110 • 114 l 
105 - 109 2 6 1 
100 
- 104 1 3 
95 - 99 3 2 l 
90 - 94 1 5 2 
85 - 89 1 2 
Ho ... 84 1 1 l 
75 - 79 l 
70 - 74 
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APPENDIX C 
TABLE 29 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES 
OF ALL .NUlTH GRADE MATHEMATICS STUDENTS 
Variable Mean Standard Deviation 
X1 106.71 9.810 
X2 37.57 10.554 
X 3 2.07 .883 
X4 8.09 1.281 
X5 8.58 1.371 
x6 59.19 24.839 
X7 53.6.3 29.370 
X 8 53.21 26.507 
X9 49.89 28.798 
X10 56.53 26.232 
X11 57.99 27.965 
X15 1.89 .841 
- Arithmetic average of intelligence test scores 
... Lee Test of Algebraic Ability 
- Eighth grade mathematics mark 
• Arithmetic Computation, Metropolitan Achievement Test 
• Problem Solving, Metropolitan Achievement Test 
- Verbal Reasoning, Differential Aptitude Test 
- Numerical Ability, Differential Aptitude Test 
• Abstract Reasoning, Differential Aptitude Test 
- Spatial Relations, Differential Aptitude Test 
- Meel:).anical Reasoning, Differential Aptitude Test 
-· Combination of Verbal Reasoning and Nu . ....-nerical Ability, 
Differential Aptitude Test 
- Ninth gl'a.de ma thematics mark 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
xh 
\ X5 
x6 
X7 
X5 
X9 
X10 
X11 
TABLE 30 
INTERCORRELA'i'!ON MATRIX OF VARIABLES 
OF ALL NINTH GRADE MATlfi!JI.IATIC8 STUDENTS 
x? 
i:;. X3 X4 X5 x6 X7 X3 ~ X10 
.6$ .54 .55 .58 .62 .51 .42 .31 • 3.3 
.69 .70 .74 .65 .68 .56 .38 .29 
.78 .73 I .59 .69 .5.3 .37 .24 
.Sl I .59 .69 .50 .34 .22 I I 
I 
.68 .69 .52 .32 .27 
I I I .67 .55 .38 .34 I I 
I 
.51 .39 .25 
.53 .35 
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- Arithmetic average of intelligence teat scores 
- Lee Test of Algebraic Ability 
- Eighth grade mathematics mark 
53 
X11 
I 
I 
.62 
.73 
I 
.71 
.71 
I 
I .75 
I .89 
I 
.92 
.58 
.42 
• .31 
- Arithmetic Computation, Metropolitan Achievement Test 
- Problem Solving, Metropolitan Achievement Teat 
- Verbal Reasoning, Differential Aptitude 1rest 
- Numerical Ability, Differential Aptitude Test 
- Abstract Reasoning, Differential Aptitude Test 
- Spatial Relations, Diffe~ential Aptitude Test 
- Mechanical Reasoning, l>ifferential Aptitude Test 
• Combination of Verbal Reasoning and Numerical Ability, 
Differential Aptitude Test 
- Ninth grade ms.thematics mark 
X15 
.03 
.15 
.19 
.18 
.10 
.08 
.17 
.09 
.09 
-.04 
.13 
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